
OLET1622   Numbers   and   Numerics  

Practice   Exam   Solutions   

Note   that   these   solutions   are  i ntended   to   give   you   a   guide   to   the   expected   answers.   For   some  
questions  i t  i s   possible   that   there   are   other   ways   of   coming   to   the   same   result   that   would   be   
marked   correct.

Questions   1-4   (Short   answer   questions   worth   5   marks   each)  

QUESTION   1  

Euler’s   number   e   is   defined   in   the   Python   maths   library   as    e    =   2.718281828459045 .   A   programmer  
who   is   unaware   of   this   defines    e    =   2.718     at   the   top   of   their   program.   What   is   the   absolute   and   
relative   error   of   this   value?   

SOLUTION  

In   this   case,   we   treat   Python’s    e    as   the   correct   value,   and   the   programmer’s    e    as   a   representation  
of   the   number.   We   then   calculate   the   absolute   error   as   the   absolute   value   of   their   difference,   and  
the   relative   error   as   the   absolute   error   divided   by   the   absolute   value   of   correct   value   of    e .   This   
gives   an   absolute   error   of   0.0002818284590451192   and   a   relative   error   of   
0.00010367889601972718.   

You   can   revise   these   concepts   in   the   Week   1b   tutorial.  

QUESTION   2  

Give   the   decimal   number    37.2    in    32   bit    floating   point   representation.  
Explain   your   answer   and/or   show   working.   

SOLUTION  

In   32   bit   floating   point,   the   bits   are   allocated   as   follows:   1   for   the   sign,   8   for   the   exponent,   and   23  
for   the   significand.   In   this   example:   

- The   sign   bit   is   0,   because   the   number   is   positive.
- After   converting   37.2   into   binary,   we   find   that   it   is   100101.00110011… 2  

- We   can   write   the   integer   part   of   this   as   1.00101 2    x   2 5 ,   and   in   32   bit   the   bias   of   the   exponent
is   127,   so   in   this   case   the   exponent   is   5   +   127   =   10000100 2 .
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approximately   half   the   cases   the   program   is   processing.   One   way   to   avoid   this   would   be   to   change   
the   program   so   that   instead   of   truncating,   it   uses   the   “round   to   nearest”   approach.   

  

  

  

PART   2   (Coding   questions)   

  

QUESTION   7   

Write   a   program   that   asks   the   user   for   two   integers   and   prints   out   their   multiple   in   binary.   

  

SOLUTION   

Recalling   our   previous   use   of   the    bin()    function:   

int1   =   int(input('Enter   integer   1:   '))   
int2   =   int(input('Enter   integer   2:   '))   
print('Multiple   in   binary:',   bin(int1*int2))   

Some   notes   

● You   need   to   convert   the   input   to   an   integer   using   int()   
● You   need   to   store   each   integer   in   a   different   variable   (int1   and   int2)   
● You   then   calculate   the   multiple   (int1   *   int2)   and   convert   to   binary   using   the   bin()   function.     
● Remember   you   have   to   print   the   solution   so   the   user   can   see   the   result     

  

QUESTION   8   

Write   a   program   to   implement   Newton's   method   to   find   a   root   of   the   function   

f(x)   =   2x^3   -   x^2   +   4     

Your   program   should   ask   the   user   for   the   initial   value   of   x,   and   print   the   result   after    20    iterations.   

  

SOLUTION   

Newton’s   method   involves   iterating   the   following   formula   over    n    steps:   

x n +1    =    x n    -    f(x n )/f’(x n )   

We   can   implement   this   in   code   as   follows:   
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